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KDE4 and Qt4 deprecation in FreeBSD [3]

This is a reminder ? for those who don?t read all of the FreeBSD mailing lists ? that KDE4 is
marked deprecated in the official ports tree for FreeBSD, and will be removed at the end of
this year (in about 20 days). Then Qt4 will be removed from the official ports tree in midmarch.
Since both pieces of software are end-of-life and unmaintained upstream already for several
years, the kde@ team at FreeBSD no longer can maintain them. Recent time-sinks were
dealing with OpenSSL 1.1.1, libressl, C++17, .. the code is old, and there?s newer, nicer,
better-maintained code available generally by replacing 4 with 5.

KDE Plasma 5 for Slackware ? end of the year edition [4]

I just uploaded a whole new batch of packages containing KDE Plasma5 for Slackware. The
previous batch, KDE 5_18.10 is already two months old and has some library compatibility
issues. The new KDE 5_18.12 for Slackware consists of KDE Frameworks 5.53.0, Plasma
5.14.4 and Applications 18.08.3. All this on top of Qt 5.11.3.
Compiled on the latest Slackware -current, it?s running smoothly here on my laptop.
I decided against upgrading to QT 5.12.0. This is a new LTS release, but I will wait for the
other distros to find bugs in this new software. Next week, KDE will release KDE
Applications 18.12.0 and that too is something I want to check a bit before releasing
Slackware packages. Therefore it?s likely that a new batch of packages containing Qt 5.12 and
KDE Applications 18.12 will see the light shortly after the New Year.
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